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Why?
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Mining-based and Paraphrasing-based
How Can We Know What Language 

Models Know?

Gradient Searching
AUTOPROMPT: Eliciting Knowledge 

from Language Models with 
Automatically Generated Prompts

Prompt-tuning
Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few 
Shot Text Classification and Natural 

Language Inference

Differentially Optimized

manually created prompts

Automatically created prompts

GPT Understands, Too

Learning How to Ask: Querying 
LMs with Mixtures of Soft Prompts

Factual Probing Is [MASK]: 
Learning vs. Learning to Recall

In-context learning

In-context learning
Language Models are Few-Shot 

Learners (GPT-3)

Using Separate Model
Making pre-trained language models 

better few-shot learners.
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GPT-3
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demonstrations

natural language prompt

without updating any of the weights！

GPT-3



Overview
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Automatic Prompt Generation



What is a prompt?
• The key challenge is to construct the template 𝓣 and label words 
𝓜(𝓨) we refer to these two together as a prompt 𝓟 .

1. Automatic generation of templates
2. Automatic selection of label words
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template 𝓣

label words 𝓜(𝓨)



Manual Prompts
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Pilot Study
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when a template is fixed, the better the 
label words match the “semantic classes”, 
the better the final accuracy is 
(great/terrible > good/bad > cat/dog).

In extreme cases where we swap plausible 
label words (e.g., terrible/great), we achieve 
the worst overall performance

with the same set of label words, even a 
small change in the template can make a 
difference.



Automatic Selection of Label Words 
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output probability distribution of ℒ

We find the top n assignments over the pruned 
space that maximize zero-shot accuracy on 𝐷&'()*

K

N

1 We fine-tune all top n assignments, and 
rerank to find the best one using 𝐷+,-.



Automatic Generation of Templates
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Fine-tuning with Demonstrations



Fine-tuning with Demonstrations
• GPT-3
• concatenating the input with up to 32 examples randomly 

drawn from the training set.
• Drawbacks
• the number of available demonstrations is bounded by 

the model’s maximum input length 
•mixing numerous random examples from different classes 

together creates extremely long contexts which can be 
hard to leverage, especially for a smaller model.
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Fine-tuning with Demonstrations
• We randomly sample a single example at a time from each class to 

create multiple, minimal demonstration sets.
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Fine-tuning with Demonstrations
Sampling similar demonstrations
•We only sample examples that are semantically close to 𝑥!".
• Pre-trained SBERT
• Sample from the top 𝑟 = 50% instances for each class to use 

as demonstrations.
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Experiments



Task Formulation

For Train
𝒟!"#$% = {(𝑥$%$ , 𝑦$)}}$&'

(!"!

𝐾!)! = 𝐾× 𝒴
𝒴:label space, 𝐾 training examples per class (=16)

For Dev: true few-shot
|𝒟*+,| = |𝒟!"#$%|
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Classification
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mapping from the task label space to individual words

masked language modeling (MLM) input 
which contains one [MASK] token.

Re-uses the pre-trained weights 𝑾𝒗 and does not introduce any new parameters.



Regression

[𝑣" , 𝑣#] label space Y as a bounded interval
Sentiment Analysis: “terrible” (𝑣" = 0) and “great” (𝑣# = 1)

[𝑣" , 𝑣#] => {terrible(𝑦"), great(𝑦#)}

𝒚 = 𝑣" . 𝑝 𝑦" 𝑥$% + 𝑣# . 𝑝 𝑦# 𝑥$%
𝑝 𝑦" 𝑥$% = 1 − 𝑝 𝑦# 𝑥$%

ℳ: {𝑦" , 𝑦#} → 𝒱
e.g. (terrible->bad)
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Evaluation Datasets
Tasks
• 8 single-sentence and 7 sentence-pair English tasks
• 8 tasks from the GLUE benchmark, SNLI
• 6 other popular sentence classification tasks (SST-5, MR, CR, 

MPQA, Subj, TREC)

For robustness
• measure average performance across 5 different randomly sampled  
|𝒟&'($%| and |𝒟)*+| splits.
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Single-prompt Results
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Single-prompt Results
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① prompt-based zero-shot prediction 
achieves much better performance 

than the majority class, showing the 
pre-encoded knowledge in RoBERTa.



Single-prompt Results
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② prompt-based fine-tuning can greatly 
outperform standard fine-tuning



Single-prompt Results
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② using demonstrations in context leads to 
consistent gains in a majority of tasks.



Ensemble Results
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Analysis of Generated Prompts
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Analysis of Demonstration Sampling
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Sample Efficiency
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Discussion and Conclusion



Discussion
LM-BFF
1. Can be naturally posed as a “fill-in-the-blank” problem.
2. Have relatively short input sequences.
3. Do not contain many output classes. (for structured prediction?)
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Conclusion
• Use prompt-based fine-tuning with automatically searched prompts;
• Include selected task demonstrations;
• LM-BFF outperforms vanilla fine-tuning by up to 30% (and 11% on 

average).
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Thanks~


